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Free State by the Executive Council or the Minister for Chapter
Defence.
Whatever the extent of the prerogative of the Crown
in matters of defence in the Dominions,, the matter now
rests on statute, which may be taken to have rendered
obsolete any prerogative powers. The keeping of a
standing army of any kind in the Dominions is no
doubt illegal unless approved by statute, and the
present forces are all so regulated. Such power of com-
pulsion to serve as now exists in law depends entirely
on statute, and the courts are open to test the validity
of any effort to compel service. During the war of
1914-18 the extent of the power to provide for defence
was tested in the Dominions by persons who alleged on
one ground or another that the Dominions had no
power to compel men to serve overseas, but in Canada/
in Australia,2 and in New Zealand3 alike the arguments
adduced were rejected.
(2) The military forces of Canada, together with the
air service and the naval force, were in 1922 placed
under a Minister of National Defence, whose chief
task since that date has been to reduce the forces of
the Dominion in accordance with the decision of the
Government that public policy was opposed to the
carrying out of the project of Sir R. Borden after
the war to increase largely the Dp-minion troops.
In law all male British subjects in Canada are liable
to service in the Militia from age eighteen to sixty, and
in the case of a levee en masse all the male inhabitants
capable of bearing arms are liable to service. Moreover,
1	Keith, War Government of the British Dominion*, p. 84 (Gr&\fs Case
(1918), 57 S.C.E. 150).
2	Sickerdick v. Ashton (1916), 25 C.L.R 506.
3	Sample v. 0''Donovan, [1917] N.ZX.R. 273.

